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There is a relatively widespread ten-
dency among (still young) critics, those be-
tween 30 and 40 years of age, to devote them-
selves to literary ideas (or to ideas about the 
literature) rather than to literature per se. 
Of course, some of them have pursued lite-
rature (persistently, sagaciously, over the 
course of many years) by writing literary re-
views that turned out to be an important for-
mative genre for them, but they have dedi-
cated their books to some problems of lite-
rary criticism. Why, wherefore this self-refl ex-
ive turn? Naturally, I do not have an answer 
to that question (there is probably more than 
one question), a question I have been ask-
ing myself repeatedly. What I can do is sug-
gest several hypotheses: because the world of 
Romanian ideas about literary criticism is in 
shambles, because these young scholars want 
to change something essential about literary 
criticism (and they do it somewhat obliquely), 
because some of them have internalised the 
models of their predecessors from the ‘60s (E. 
Simion and N. Manolescu) who legitimised
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the doctoral theses of E. Lovinescu and T. Maiorescu, undertaking, therefore, a 
critique of literary criticism.

Adriana Stan, one of the foremost representatives of her generation, belongs to the 
trend outlined above, which, incidentally, she illustrates most remarkably. After her 
debut with The Posterity of Tudor Vianu. The Alternatives of Post-War Romanian Literary 
Criticism (unfortunately, an e-book that was not properly disseminated and well 
known, published by the Museum of Romanian Literature Press, 2015), she returns 
with a considerable book, of the scope and ideational scale of nothing less than a full-
blown treatise (which studies a subject in all its in-depth implications and essential 
aspects), The Linguistic Bastion. A Comparative History of Structuralism in Romania, 
foreword by Mircea Martin, Bucharest, the Museum of Romanian Literature Press, 
2017. This book highlights the author’s genuine propensity for research and for critical 
writing, her penchant for ideas, as regards both “[their] seminal importance” and 
their dialogism. Thus, following a “fertile exchange” of ideas, Adriana Stan proves to 
be gifted with the “patience for theorizing, for tracing infl uences and fi liations all the 
way to their origins” (I have just self-refl exively quoted a few phrases from the book 
I am analysing, even though they are not intended necessarily to be taken as such). 

Her investigation starts, thus, from a few fundamental questions: “Was there a 
post-war Romanian structuralism? What were its relations with the still dominant 
benchmark of our culture, namely contemporary French theory? Admitt ing the 
premise of the poly-genesis and poly-centrism of European structuralism, was [post-
war Romanian structuralism] similar, in terms of its theorization and application here, 
with the case of other eastern cultures (even outside a direct infl uence)?” To answer 
these questions, Adriana Stan embarks on an exceptionally thorough documentary 
research and reads everything, since structuralism has more than a mere literary 
meaning (as, indeed, proved by practice). To that end, the author examines the 
entire panoply of the humanities, including philosophy, ethnology, sociology, 
folklore, linguistics, pedagogy, etc. To clarify her own research and to ensure its solid 
foundations, she reconstructs, along the major lines, the European historical (from 
the fi rst half of the twentieth century) and geographical contexts, ranging from the 
western to the central and eastern ones.

Besides the fact that (she leaves the impression that) she has read everything (from 
the treaties and studies of the masters, to dusty – albeit once infl uential – collections 
of journals or text analyses and to an exhaustive array of books on ideology and 
criticism), Adriana Stan has the ability to build a real synthesis of intellectual post-
war history (seen from a structuralist angle, of course). She reconstructs its image 
with great accuracy, outlining – with a rare spirit of discernment – its lines of tension 
and its lines of force. While, in Romania, “structuralism has many practitioners (or 
involuntary promoters), but no genuine theorist, and almost no utt erly devoted 
partisan”, while it involves a lot of people, “from the ideologues who stereotypically 
combat it, to the critics who reject it without truly investigating it, from the linguists 
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and stylisticians who acquire a neutral dialect and turn it into a fad, to the academics 
who are satisfi ed with the effi  ciency of its analytical scenario”, it remains, nonetheless, 
“an amorphous phenomenon, comprising a mass of productions at the confl uence 
with linguistic research”. And still, the author has the ability to turn it into a systematic 
and intelligible narrative of ideas and to unravel its meanings with clarity for all those 
who are interested. Many of the ideas, relations and distinctions she sets forth are 
unassailable. Thus, the author justly shows that western structuralism (in particular, 
French structuralism) did not cross the Iron Curtain with its “insurgent potential”, not 
to mention with its Marxist overload. In addition to the eff ects it had in other sciences 
and on diff erent levels of thinking, an interesting consequence appeared in literary 
criticism, where Adriana Stan identifi es one paradox (among others) of the era: 
“The whole Romanian literary criticism, inspired by Călinescu or that of “linguistic” 
extraction, is trying to eschew ideology, a fact that confers it, unwitt ingly, perhaps, 
a certain solidarity. This literary criticism can accommodate diff erent versions of 
analytic language, but it will never sanction a genuine change of paradigm, a change 
of the magnitude that structuralism ought, in principle, to have unleashed”. 

Besides ideas aimed at capturing literary phenomena as a whole or general 
overviews of the era, the author also provides seminal descriptions and statements 
about some literary groups, such as the Circle of Poetics and Stylistics in Bucharest, the 
only one which achieved “a merger of linguistics with indigenous literary criticism”, 
which is precisely why its “formula was similar to that of Russian formalism”. If 
structuralism “consolidated the literature-centrism of Romanian post-war culture”, 
Adriana Stan reads, always with sharp intelligence, the pages the literati have writt en 
about it, from the position of either followers or opponents. Obviously, the author 
makes a few unavoidable general observations, such as this: “Exhibiting an un justifi ed 
terror of structuralism, the literary press exaggerated, paradoxically, its degree of 
popularity, injecting a false vitality into a doctrine that had already registered its 
demise in other cultures.” She also reconstructs a few substantial profi les of literary 
critics, such as Thomas Pavel, Sorin Alexandrescu, Mihai Zamfi r, Al. Călinescu, 
Eugen Negrici, Livius Ciocârlie, Marin Mincu and the critics of the ‘80s generation. 
An interesting case is that of the critics who tried to introduce the structuralist method 
in the history of literature, such as Mircea Scarlat and Nicolae Manolescu, the latt er 
being an outspoken opponent of structuralism, to which he nonetheless resorted 
as an eff ective analytical approach in Noah’s Ark: “Nicolae Manolescu does not use 
systematically the concept of the convention on which the History of Mircea Scarlat, 
from the same period, was based. Still, his image about the novel went hand in hand 
with his younger colleague’s image about poetry: both recomposed the history of 
these literary genres by grafting them upon the patt erns of some formal typologies. 
The two literary critics drew near, therefore, to the target set upon literary history 
by the French structuralists: concentrating on the “major formal categories” [Tsvetan 
Todorov]”. 
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Built with great rigor and resorting to an impeccable line of argument, the book 
entitled The Linguistic Bastion provides full answers to the questions it raises, drawing 
out compelling assumptions about the complex relationships established between 
post-war Romanian structuralism and the western one, identifying and explaining 
the primary (and secondary) lines of force of these interrelations, the imitations, as 
well as the distortions, deviations or disavowals of the fascination exerted by the 
models in question, because the author is concerned not only with collaborations 
or affi  liations to structuralism, but also with fertile rejections thereof. The original 
thinking and the ideational tour de force of The Linguistic Bastion show that Adriana 
Stan is an important literary critic of our times, who not only clearly sees ideas, but 
also has the talent to convey them to others.


